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Abstract:
Inexpensive energy from the wind and the sun comes with unwanted volatility, such as ramps with the setting sun or a gust of
wind. Controllable generators manage supply-demand balance of power today, but this is becoming increasingly costly with
increasing penetration of renewable energy. It has been argued since the 1980s that consumers should be put in the loop:
"demand response" will help to create needed supply-demand balance. However, consumers use energy for a reason, and
expect that the quality of service (QoS) they receive will lie within reasonable bounds. Moreover, the behavior of some
consumers is unpredictable, while the grid operator requires predictable controllable resources to maintain reliability. The
goal of this lecture is to describe an emerging science for "demand dispatch" that will create virtual energy storage from flexible
loads. By design, the grid-level services from flexible loads will be as controllable and predictable as a generator or fleet of
batteries. Strict bounds on QoS will be maintained in all cases. The technical foundation is primarily a new approach to
distributed control.
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